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Wynter Linear Wall
DESCRIPTION
The Wynter linear light by Tech Lighting features a modern
minimalist design that exudes from this versatile and efficient
LED wall sconce. A precisely executed acrylic shade provides
an incredibly smooth wash of light as it is intentionally
interrupted by negative space in the center of the fixture for
visual contrast. The Wynter Linear scales at 2â€œin width and
24â€ in length making it an ideal solution for bathroom lighting,
hallway lighting and bedroom lighting flanking two end tables.
For even further design freedom the Wynter Linear can be
mounted vertically, horizontally or as a flush mount on the
ceiling. The Wynter Linear is one of three fixtures in the Wynter
family, simply search Wynter Linear to find its closest relatives.
Your choice of fully dimmable LED lamping ships with this
fixture saving you both time and money. Includes 25 watt, 440
net lumen, 3000K LED. Dimmable with lowvoltage electronic
dimmer. May be mounted horizontally or vertically as a wall
sconce, or as a flush mount on the ceiling. Suitable for wet
locations. ADA compliant.
INSTALLATION
This product can mount to either a 4" square electrical box with
round plaster ring or an octagonal electrical box (not included).
WEIGHT
33.5lb / 1.361.59kg ±
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